
Intertwined Worlds
Medieval Islam and Bible Criticism
Hava Lazarus-Yafeh

Exploring the lively polemics among Jews, Christians, and Muslims during
the Middle Ages, Hava Lazarus-Yafeh analyzes Muslim critical attitudes to-
ward the Bible. Elements of this criticism may have later influenced Western
thinkers and helped shape early modern Bible scholarship.

"This book deals with an important and surprisingly neglected subject of
concern both for Islamic and for Biblical studies."
—Bernard Lewis, Princeton University
Cloth: $29.95 ISBN 0-691-07398-8

The Transmission of Knowledge
in Medieval Cairo
A Social History of Islamic Education
Jonathan Berkey

In rich detail Jonathan Berkey interprets the social and cultural conse-
quences of Islam's regard for knowledge, showing how education in the
Middle Ages played a central part in the religious experience of nearly all
Muslims. Focusing on Cairo under Mamluk rule (1250-1517), the author
describes the transmission of religious knowledge there as a highly personal
process, one dependent on the relationships between individual scholars and
students.

"Jonathan Berkey has provided the clearest statement to date on the objec-
tives of medieval Islamic education. No other study duplicates its breadth of
coverage or perceptual insights."—Carl F. Petry, Northwestern University
Princeton Studies on the Near East
doth: $39 JO ISBN 0-691-03191-6

Confronting the Costs of War
Military Power, State, and Society in Egypt and Israel
Michael N. Barnett

What determines the strategies by which a state mobilizes resources for
war? And does war preparation strengthen or weaken the state in relation to
society? hi looking at these questions, Michael Barnett develops a novel
theoretical framework that traces the connection between war preparation
and changes in state-society relations, and applies, that framework to Egypt
from 1952 to 1977 and Israel from 1948 through 1977.

" . . . a theoretical contribution that is fresh and refreshing. The chapters
on Egypt and Israel are rich and illuminating."—Joel S. Migdal,
Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies, University of Washington
Cloth: $39 JO ISBN 0-691-07883-1

Princeton University Press
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The History and the Life
of Chinggis Khan
(The Secret History of the
Mongols).
Translated and annotated
U. Onon
The History was written in the 13th
Century. It deals briefly with the
ancestors and successor (Ogodei, reign
1228-1241) of Chinggis Khan and in
more detail with the life of Chinggis
Khan, who was founder of the Mongol
Empire.
1990. (xix, 183 pages)
ISBN 90 04 09236 6
Cloth Gld. 95.00/US$ 47.50

The Monumental
Inscriptions from Early
Islamic Iran and
Transoxiana
Sheila S. Blair
This book studies the surviving
79 monumental inscriptions from the
Iranian world that date to the first five
centuries of the Muslim era
(ad 622-1106).
Muqarnas, Supplements 5
1992. (xvi, 307 pp.)
ISBN 90 04 09367 2
Cloth with dustjacket
Gld. 185.00/US$ 105.75

Publishers and Booksellers

E - J - B R I L L
al-Hind
The Making of the
Indo-Islamic World
Volume 1. Early Medieval India
and the Expansion of Islam
7th-llth Centuries
Andr£ Wink
The first of a projected series of five
which aims to analyse the process of
momentous and long-term change
which came with the Islamization of
the regions which the Arabs called
al-Hind, that is India and large parts of
its Indianized hinterland.
2nd rev. ed. 1991. (viii, 396 pp.)
ISBN 90 04 09249 8
Cloth with dustjacket
Gld. 165.00/US$ 94.50

Turkish Linguistics Today
H.E. Boeschoten and
L. Verhoeven (eds.)
The book offers a discussion of current
research interests in the field of
Turkish linguistics. Aspects of
linguistic theory are addressed in
chapters on phonology, syntax and
semantics.
1991. (ix, 194 pp.)
ISBN 90 04 09375 3
Cloth Gld. 95.00/US$ 54.50

P.O.B. 9000 • 2300 PA Leiden • The Netherlands / U.S. and Canadian customers • 24 Hudson Street
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CAMBRIDGE
Violence, Terrorism, and Justice
R.G. Frey and Christopher I/I/. Morris, Editors
In this volume a group of distinguished moral and social thinkers address the urgent problem of terrorism. The essays
define terrorism, discuss whether the assessment of terrorist violence should be based on its consequences (beneficial
or otherwise), and explore what means may be used to combat those who use violence without justification.
Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Public Policy
4012S-9 Hardcover $54.50
40950-0 Paper $17 95

The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: A Documentary Record
Second Edition
Yehuda Lukacs, Editor
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has generated a vast quantity of documents from many quarters, including a plethora
of suggestions for its resolution, and any serious analysis of the conflict demands a thorough familiarity with its docu-
mentary history. This collection, compiled and edited by Yehuda Lukacs, brings together documents and statements
of position of parties directly and indirectly involved.
37561-4 Hardcover $74.50
37597-5 Paper $24 95

Now in paperback...
The Rise and Rule of Tamerlane
Beatrice Forbes Manz
" The Rise and fall of Tamerlane is the substantial product of meticulous research. It deserves to become a standard
work in its field."—Middle East Journal
This is the first scholarly study of Tamerlane, the great nomad conqueror who rose to power in 1370 on the ruins of
the Mongol Empire and led his armies on campaigns of unprecedented scope, ranging from Moscow to Delhi.
Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilization
40614-5 Paper $18.95

Ethiopia: Power and Protest
Peasant Revolts in the Twentieth Century
Gebru Tareke
This study of popular protest and resistance in Ethiopia focuses on three important peasant-based rebellions that
occurred between 1941 and 1970. The author attempts to uncover certain key features of popular protest in pre-
revolutionary Ethiopia. Drawing on ample evidence, he concludes that these revolts were not a consequence of
capitalist exploitation, as was usually the case in most Third World countries, but were connected with the rise of
modern, bureaucratic, multi-ethnic national state.
African Studies Series 71
40011-2 Hardcover $49.50

Anti-Christian Polemic in Early Islam
Abu 'Isa al-Warraq's "Against the Trinity"
David Thomas, Editor
Abu 'Isa al-Warraq's "Against the Trinity"\s the longest sustained attack on the Trinity to survive from the early
centuries of Islam, and a key work in the history of the early relations between Islam and Christianity. It contains
refutations of the arguments and explanations represented by the Nestorians, Melkites, and Jacobites, and comprises
the first part of an attack on the major Christian doctrines. It was composed during the early ninth century, and is
the only known extant work of the Shi'ite scholar Abu 'Isa Muhammad b. Harun al-Warraq.
University of Cambridge Oriental Publications 45
41244-7 Hardcover $74.95

Religion, Learning and Science in the 'Abbasid Period
M. J. L. Young, Editor
This volume of the Cambridge History of Arabic Literature deals with writings on learned subjects from the 'Abbasid
period (8th to 13th centuries AD), trie golden age of Arabic literature. These cover a wide area, from philosophy,
theology and law, through grammar and lexicography, to mathematics, astronomy and medicine.
The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature
32763-6 Hardcover $105.00

Available in bookstores or write:

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211. Call toll-free 800-872-7423.
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Cambridge University Press-
Now in paperback
Islamic Technology
An Illustrated History
Ahmad Y. Al Hassan and Donald R. Hill
"The result is a wide-ranging survey of the
technology used by Muslims in the Medieval
period—and also today.... It deserves to succeed in
bringing its subject to a new audience in the West
as well as instilling pride in past achievements in
the Middle East ." —History Today
In this lavishly illustrated survey, a historian and an
engineer present a pioneering survey of the major
achievements of Islamic civilization. They examine
the public works of civil engineering, the machines
and mechanical devices that served to control water,
provide power, serve as instruments or amuse.
They also explore chemical processes, textile,
leather and paper manufacture, agricultural and
food production, mining, and metallurgy.
Copublishedwuh the UNESCO
42239-6 Paper $24.95

Istanbul Households
Marriage, Family and Fertility, 1880—1940
Alan Duben and Cent Behar
Istanbul Households is a social history of marriage,
the family and population in Istanbul during the
turbulent period of transition from Ottoman
Empire to Turkish Republic in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
Cambridge Studies m Population, Economy and Society in
Past Time IS
38375-7 Hardcover $59.50

A History of Palestine, 634-1099
Aioshe Gil
Ethel Broido, Translator
This is the first comprehensive history of Palestine
from the Muslim conquest in 634 to that of the
Crusaders in 1099. Against a backdrop of political
and military events of this period, Professor Gil
portrays the everyday life of Palestine. He looks at
its economic activities including agriculture,
exports and tax, as well as the religious status of
Jerusalem and the customs of the Christian
populace. The author pays specific attention to the
history of Palestinian Jews under Muslim rule and
details, among other things, their topography and
religious life, the Karaite and Samaritan
communities and the role of the most prominent
Jewish institution, the yeshiva.
40437-1 Hardcover $125.00

Islam in European Thought
Albert Hourani
This collection of essays focuses on the relations
between European and Islamic thought and culture
from the late eighteenth to the twentieth century.
The long first essay is concerned with the develop-
ment of ideas about Islam in European thought and
scholarship, showing in particular how the views of
nineteenth-century thinkers and scholars reflected
the dominant philosophical and historical ideas of
their age. Subsequent chapters are devoted to indi-
vidual writers who played an important part in
forming and communicating an image of Islamic
history and civilization. The final three essays look
at the subject from the other side, and deal with
some of the reactions of the Islamic world to the
powerful new ideas of European civilization.
39213-6 Hardcover $34.50

A World Theology
The Central Spiritual Reality of Humankind
N. Ross Reat and Edmund F. Perry
"Their arguments are complex and full bodied...
[the book] has the making of a minor classic in
its field." —Library Journal
In this book the authors, a Christian theologian and
an atheistic Buddhist philosopher, examine the five
major world religions—Hinduism, Buddhism,
Judaism, Christianity and Islam—in order to
demonstrate that each is a particular expression of
one, common "world theology." They argue that
each of these religions is centrally concerned with
the same basic attempt to define the meaning and
purpose of human life, and to comprehend a
spiritual reality.
33159-5 Hardcover $49.95

Now in paperback

The Oriental Obsession
Islamic Inspiration in British and
American Art 1500-1920
John Sweetman
"No glossy flip-through coffee-table tome, this
book is a far-ranging and well-documented investi-
gation. In fact, as part of the Cambridge series of
original art monographs, it is aimed primarily at
the scholar and professional art historian. It will
also instruct and delight the interested lay reader.
The text is well organized and easy to follow. The
captions for the illustrations provide further infor-
mation and cross references. Excellent notes, bibli-
ography, and appendices make this a book that will
undoubtedly stimulate many of its readers along
other avenues of investigation."

—Caroline Williams, Middle East Journal
Cambridge Studies in the History of Art
40725-7 Paper $29.95
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ENGLISH TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

CONSONANTS

Column Headings: A = Arabic, P = Persian, OT = Ottoman Turkish, MT = Modern Turkish

A

v b

p

b
P
t
s
j
ch
h
k'h
d
z
r
z

OT

b
P
t
s
c
9
h
h
d
z
r
z

MT

b or p
P
t
s
c
9
h
h
d
z
r
z

A
j —
ir s
u* sh

J- d

J q
i) k

p
zh
s
sh
?
2

t

?

gh
f
q

korg

OT
j
5

3
5
z
t

?

S°r&
f
k

k or n

ory
or g

MT
j
s
5
s

z
t
z

gorg
f
k

korn
or y
or g

f m

L) n
• h
J w
is y
J -a1

Jl •

p
g
1
m
n
h

v or u
y

OT
g
1
m
n
h3

V

y

MT
g
1

1 (-at in construct state)
s (article) al- and '1-
3 (when not final)

ARABIC AND PERSIAN

Long I or is a
j u

Doubled

Diphthongs

Short

% iyy (final
form i)

y uww (final
form u), etc.

j~ au or aw

tS~ ai or ay

VOWELS

OTTOMAN TURKISH MODERN TURKISH

words of Arabic]
and Persian
origin only

iy (final iy (final form I)
form 1)

uw

ev

ey
a or e
u or u
0 or 6
1 or i

ev
ey
a or e
u or ii
0 or 6
1 or i

For Ottoman Turkish, authors may either transliterate or use the modern Turkish orthography.
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Contributions and Editorial Correspondence

Send article submissions to the Editorial Office (address on
inside front cover). Books for review should also be sent to
the Editor for forwarding to the Book Review Editors. Unso-
licited book reviews cannot be accepted for publication.

Manuscript Preparation and Style

General. An article must be in English, should not exceed
40 typewritten pages, and should be typed on Wi" x 11" or
A4 white bond paper with ample margins on all sides. The
entire manuscript—including notes, tables, and refer-
ences—must be typed double-spaced and numbered con-
secutively. Title and author's name should be centered at the
top of the first text page. Institutional affiliation and location
should appear at the bottom of the last text page. The Editor
may find it necessary to return manuscripts for reworking
or retyping that do not conform to these requirements.

Text. Use a 5-character paragraph indent. Avoid hyphen-
ating words at the end of lines. Do not use desk-top publish-
ing features (e.g., right margin justification or bold and italic
typefaces). Block indent long quotations (more than 50
words). Never cross-reference.

Endnotes and References. Notes must be numbered con-
secutively throughout the text, typed double-spaced in
paragraph style, and grouped together as a unit following
the text. Footnotes at the bottom of the text page are not
permitted. Any acknowledgment of grant support, substan-
tial assistance, etc., should be typed as an Author's Note
above the first note. Provide the full name of the author as
it appears on the publication. All titles in non-Roman al-
phabets (Arabic, Cyrillic, etc.) must be transliterated. For-
eign titles in Roman alphabets should be capitalized as
they would be in that particular language. An English
translation of nonstandard language titles should be pro-
vided in parentheses after the title. The style of note cita-
tions should conform with the following examples:

'Marshall G. S. Hodgson, The Venture of Islam, 3 vols.
(Chicago, 1974), vol. Ill, The Gunpowder Empires and
Modern Times, p. 5.

2Majid Fakhry, A History of Islamic Philosophy, 2nd
ed. (New York, 1983), pp. 55-56, 61 n. 75.

'Howard Crane, trans, and ed., Rtsale-t MFman'yye:
An Early-Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Treatise on Archi-
tecture (Studies in Islamic Art and Architecture 1)
(Leiden, 1987), p. 71.

4Bruce M. Russett, "Delineating International Re-
gions," in J. David Singer, ed., Quantitative International
Politics (New York, 1968), pp. 45-68.

'Clifford Geertz, "Toutes Directions: Reading the
Signs in an Urban Sprawl," International Journal of Mid-
dle East Studies, 21 (August, 1989), 291-306.

When references to the same work follow without inter-
ruption use ibid. When notes to the same work follow after
interruption, use the author's last name and a shortened title
of the book or article. Do not use op. cit.:

6Hodgson, Venture of Islam, vol. Ill, p. 5.

'Ibid., pp. 7-9.

As a less-preferred alternative, authors may use the social
science method of citation. In the text, cite author and year in
parentheses. In the reference section, provide the full cita-
tion: author's full name, title, city of publication, publisher,
and year. IJMES does not publish bibliographies.

Foreign Words and Transliteration. All Arabic words
found in an unabridged dictionary (e.g., ulema, sheikh,
qadi, Sunni, mihrab, minbar, madrasa, masjid, jamic,

hadith, suq) should be treated as English words, that is,
not underlined and without diacriticals. Contemporary
names and places should be spelled as they are found in
such standard publications as the New York Times. All
other transliterated words and phrases should be under-
lined and all their diacriticals included throughout the
text. Be sure to distinguish between the hamza, cayn, and
the apostrophe in the text. No diacritical marks other
than the hamza and the cayn should appear in any proper
names (e.g., names of people, dynasties, places) and
names of well-known literary works (Qur'an, Shah-
nama), except: works written in Arabic, Persian, and Ot-
toman Turkish and cited in transliteration in the notes
must include diacriticals for both author and title.

Transliteration System. All non-Roman alphabets must be
transliterated, and authors are responsible for the consis-
tency and accuracy of their transliterations. For Arabic
and Persian, IJMES uses the modified Encyclopaedia of Is-
lam system: qaf= q not k;jim = j not dj; roman double-let-
ter equivalents are not underlined; the / of al- is not
assimilated to the following consonant; ta marbuta is ren-
dered a not ah; the adjectival -ya followed by ta marbuta
is rendered -iyya. Except at the beginning of an English
sentence or endnote, only proper names are capitalized.
For Ottoman Turkish, use either the Encyclopaedia of Is-
lam system or modern Turkish orthography. For treatment
of common Turkish words, such as medrese, turbe, etc.,
follow the rules on anglicizing Arabic and Persian words.

Dates. IJMES does not use double dating. Use common
era (A.D.) dates only, unless quoting from an original
source, in which case use the date as quoted (hijra, solar,
etc.) with the common-era equivalent in parentheses.

Tables and Figures. Tables and figures must be cited in
the text, e.g., (see Table 1). They should be numbered
consecutively in arabic numbers, captioned, and appear as
a unit following the notes section. They cannot be inter-
spersed in the text. Diagrams must be professionally ren-
dered or computer generated; details should be large
enough to remain legible at 50% reduction. Below-stan-
dard artwork will be returned to the author for replace-
ment. All artwork must be numbered and labeled with the
author's name and article title. For halftones or other illus-
trations, consult the editor.

Publishing Information

Production. The publisher reserves the right to copyedit
manuscripts to conform to the journal's style, which fol-
lows the rules found in the Chicago Manual of Style. Spell-
ing will be edited to conform to American usage. More
substantial editing will be returned to the author for ap-
proval before publication.

The lead author will receive one set of proofs for the cor-
rection of typographical or factual errors only. No rewriting
will be allowed in the proof stage. Authors must return the
material to the editorial office within 48 hours of receipt or
approval will be assumed.

Offprints. The lead author of an article (but not book-
review) will receive 50 free offprints of the article. Addi-
tional offprints may be purchased if ordered at the proof
stage. Orders received after the issue is printed are subject
to a 50% reprint surcharge.

Copyright and Originality. Submission of an article im-
plies that it has not been simultaneously submitted or pre-
viously published elsewhere. Authors are responsible for
obtaining permission to publish any material under copy-
right. Contributors will be asked to assign their own copy-
right, on certain conditions, to Cambridge University Press.
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